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Introduction

The 2007 ASCE Construction Research Congress (CRC07) is the premiere research conference hosted by the ASCE Construction Research Council. The conference brings together researchers and educators from around the world to exchange research results, education directions, and future research directions in the areas of project management, information technologies, organization management, education, and field technologies. The Construction Research Congress is a biennial event with the last conference hosting 150 attendees in San Diego, CA.

The 2007 Construction Research Congress represents the beginning of a new chapter for the ASCE conference as the conference welcomes CIB as an official co-sponsor for the first time. This is a major step in promoting international collaboration and establishing a link between ASCE and CIB.

About CRC07

CRC07 follows the tradition of the past Construction Research Congresses by providing a forum for researchers in all areas of construction to present research findings as well as discuss education and industry issues. The 2007 conference will emphasize current topic themes of specific interest to the research community including sustainability, lean construction, organization and knowledge management, and new developments in information technologies. However, research in all areas related to construction will be presented as part of the conference.

The inclusion in 2007 of CIB as co-sponsor promises to bring a strong international contingent to the conference. The conference organizing and technical committees represent a broad international background to provide the greatest opportunity to promote international collaboration opportunities.

Conference Topics Include:

- Project Management
- Information Technologies
- Organization Management
- Lean Construction
- Globalization
- Workforce
- Education
- Sustainable Construction
- Knowledge Management
- Field Operations
Conference Specifics

All papers will be peer-reviewed and published in the conference proceedings. Only three papers per session to allow for discussion and interaction.

Abstracts Due: 1 October 2006
Submit 300 Word abstract to Mike Garvin electronically at garvin@vt.edu

Conference Location

Our Lucaya Resort - Sheraton Hotel – Grand Bahama Island – www.ourlucaya.com – Room rates only $139.00 per night! This is a great location – see the conference Website for pictures from the 2006 Specialty Conference held at this location. This will also be a great family event. We will have special activities planned for the kids and the whole family will enjoy the beach and poolside activities.

Conference Fee Will Include:
Proceedings, Opening Reception, Breakfast and Lunch each day, Dinner Banquet with Entertainment
- CIB or ASCE Member $500
- Non-CIB or ASCE Member $550
- Student $300

Conference Chairs

Paul Chinowsky (University of Colorado), Tony Songer (Virginia Tech), and Patricia Carrillo (Loughborough University)

Conference Website
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Mr. P.S. Chinowsky
University of Colorado - Department of Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
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